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INTRODUCTION

i

This is a summary of (the results of drilling some 

13 holes totalling 7531 linea^ feet between January of 1972 

and November of 1975 on a group of 10 leased mining claims 

owned by Landair Explorations Ltd. All of the work was done 

under the supervision of the kriter.

The Property, Locatioji, Access, Facilities, and 

History of the claim group have been adequately described in 

other reports to the Company Q.nd need not be repeated here.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The dominating feature of the geology of the Wilberforce 

vicinity is a north trending dontact zone between syenite on 

the east and an impure limestone horizon on the west. These 

rocks dip easterly at about 55 degrees.

The syenite is composed of felspar and a ferromagnesian 

mineral, probably augite. Locally tho presence of corundum and
i

mepheline clearly indicate the characteristic quartz deficiency
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of the rock. Epidote is common. To the east the syenite grad 

ually becomes more gneissic a^nd more granitic. The genesis of 

the syenite is uncertain. ^ts banding is strongly suggestive 

of a sedimentary origin but certainly there is evidence of some 

mobilization. Interaction between the mobilized phases of the 

syenite and the underlying limestone rocks is a certainty.

The limestone horizon consists of fairly thick beds of 

pure recrystallized limestone intercalated with beds of limey 

paragneiss and beds of biotite - calcite paragneiss.
j

The contact between the syenite and limestone horizons 

is best described as a zone, r generally several tens of feet in 

width but, if one wishes to regard the fluorite horizons as part 

of a "skarn" zone, then the contact zone is at least 500 feet in 

stratigraphic width. Many minerals associated with skarns are 

present in the contact zone, ftamely, fluorite, calcite, molybdenite, 

ilmenite, pyrrhotite, pyrite, corundum among the ore minerals and 

coarsely crystalline pyroxene, garnet, mepheline and crystalline 

limestone among the rock forming minerals. Thin section studies 

might discern the presence of some of the less readily recogniz 

able skarn minerals.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Three economic minerals have been sought in the Wilber 

force area: molybdenite, uraninite and fluorite. It was the
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molybdenite on the Joiner Property which first brought prospec 

tors into the area. Subsequently fluorite and uraninite were 

recognized on the Fission Property and the first uranium recov 

ered in Canada came from a sm9,ll test mill which operated on the 

Fission Property in the early 1930's.

In the syenite-limestbne contact zone explored (from the
j

Fission through to the Landaifr - approximately 4 miles of strike 

length) there are essentially two fluorite horizons. This 

simplistic picture may be more complicated near the south end of 

the Landair Property. The Up^er Fluorite Horizon lies some 350 

to 400 feet stratigraphically above the Lower Fluorite Horizon. 

The Upper Fluorite Horizon is the more clearly defined 

horizon. Frequently the calcJLte and fluorite are associated 

with a dark coloured granite pegmatite dike with the fluorite 

values more often on the hanging wall side. The fluorite widths
j

are generally much greater th^,n in the Lower Fluorite Horizon. 

Radioactivity is virtually nonexistent in the Upper Horizon, al 

though radioactive granite pegmatite dikes occur nearby.

The Lower Fluorite Horizon is not a distinctive horizon. 

Rather, it is a series of cal^ite-fluorite vein dikes occurring 

over a stratigraphic thicknes^ of several tens of feet. The in 

dividual calcite-fluorite veiiji dikes are generally narrow, less 

than 3 feet, although some achieve 6 or 7 feet for modest lengths.
j

Radioactivity in the form of }arge uraninite crystals is common 

in some o l' tho vein dikes and totally absent in others. The
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coarse uraninite crystals may occur in the calcite or, more 

commonly in the walls of the main dikes. Sometimes disseminated 

uranium values occur throughout the calcite-fluorite sections. 

Also, some chlorite-felspar phases of the dikes carry uranium 

without fluorite.

The Landair Property has been explored for fluorite and 

it contains the largest and most continuous fluorite deposit in 

central Canada, albeit of low grade. Had the Landair fluorite 

deposit been known during World War II, it would have been put 

into production. ;

The Landair Property kvas explored for fluorite and 10 

holes have probed the Upper Fltuorite Horizon. These holes have 

established a strike length of over 1800 feet and one deeper hole 

indicates that the Horizon exists to a minimum vertical depth of 

700 feet or a slope depth of 9^)0 feet. The general tenor is ap 

proximately 20 to 24 percent CaF0 across a true width of about
: c*

6.5 feet. Two hanging wall occurrences of radioactivity returned 

0.77 Ibs. UgOg across 9.8 feet and 0.40 Ibs. UgOg across 5.6 feet 

with the latter having some 10.5 percent CaF2 associated. Better 

grades of uranium across very Harrow widths occur in the footwall
j

of the Upper Fluorite Horizon.

Two holes have been drilled into the Lower Fluorite Hori 

zon and these were drilled firfst, to show that the limestone 

horizon continued further to tjie southwest in contra position to 

Map 217-1 wh it'll showod l lie l Juic^toiK? Innri i riutod, and nocond, to
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establish the stratigraphic sequence so that the Upper Fluorite 

Horizon could be probed. The (two holes intersected the Lower 

Fluorite Horizon some 500 feet apart along strike. Both holes 

intersected narrow widths of fluorite and narrow widths of radio 

activity. Of the latter, the [two best intersections occurred in 

the southern hole, which returhed 2.20 Ibs. of U0 0 0 across 2.5
o o

feet and 1.70 Ibs. of UQ0 Q acrbss 5.0 feet.d o

The simplistic two horizon interpretation of the geology 

of the syenite-limestone contabt zone is a valid working hypothesis 

for much of the Wilberforce ar^a but it tends to break down as one 

moves southwestward on the Lanflair property. This is evident in 

the results of the two most southerly holes, L 75-6 and L 75-7.

Over an approximate t^ue width of 176 feet, drill hole 

L 75-6 intersected 15 veins of fluorite ranging in width from l 

foot to 5.6 feet and having grades ranging from 2*^ to 38^ 

One of these veins carried 0.40 Ibs. of UgOg and 1.4 Ibs. 

over a core length of 5.6 feet. These results are quite inconsis 

tent with previous experience with the Upper Fluorite Horizon 

both as to the number of intersections and the presence of radio 

activity. However, the richest part of the fluorite section lines 

up well with other intersections of the Upper Fluorite Horizon.

Map 2174 indicates that the formations are swinging more 

southwesterly near the south eftd of the Landair Property and con 

sequently hole L 75-7 was collated further to the west.

Hole L 75-7, like L 7^-6, returned multiple narrow inter-
i

sections of variable grades of fluorite but was different in that
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significant amounts of uraniunj and thorium occurred with the

fluorite. The best intersection returned 0.44 Ibs. U0 0 0 . 0.40
o o

Ibs. Th00 , and B .7% CaF0 across a core length of 18.8 feet. This A A

intersection seems to lie between the Upper and the Lower Fluorite
i

Horizons. One narrow band of limestone was intersected in the
i

upper part of L75-7 and one wonders whether or not the limestone 

horizon has pinched out.

It is quite clear that the amount of fluorite in the 

rocks is not diminishing southward and the limited evidence sug 

gests that the amount of uranium in the rocks is increasing.
0/srxj

Clearly more drilling^strike is justified but it should be pre 

ceded by cross sectional drilling to establish the stratigraphic 

sequence. It should bo noted that hole L75-7 lies 1100 feet 

southwest of the ]ast line of cross sectional drilling used to 

establish the stratigraphic sequence.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. There is a sizeable body of fluorite mineralization in

the Upper Fluorite Hoirizon on the Landair Property. The 

size and grade of the deposit are such that it is not 

profitably mineable uhder present economic conditions.

2. The Lower Fluorite Horizon contains both fluorite and

uranium mineralization but, where diamond drilled, there
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is insufficient fluolite and uranium either singly or 

together to permit mining under present economic con 

ditions.

3. The two fluorite horizons become less distinct to the

southwest. The amount of fluorite present in the rocks 

remains undiminished but of greater importance is the 

fact that the amount of uranium in the rocks appears to 

be increasing.

4. Further on strike diamond drilling to the southwest is

required but, before this, more cross sectional drilling 

is required to establish the stratigraphic sequence.

5. The next drill test qf the Landair Property should in 

volve about 2500 feet of drilling.

This report is respectfully submitted.

7 
^

HARPER CONSULTING SERVICES INC,

Willowdale, Ontario H. G. Harper, P.Eng. 
November 19, 1976. President.
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